NTID Learning Consortium (T11E)

Ken Finton                      Email: kwfdis@rit.edu
National Technical Institute for the
Deaf                           
Representative from Learning Center
Mumford, Bonnie
Failing, Mindi

Tuesday, 6/26/2001 -- 11:00 AM
Location: LBJ [060] 2450[LEARNING CENTER]

Strand: Using Technology to Support Learning
Type: Formal       Audience: All

Summary:

The Learning Consortium is a unit of the Center for Research, Teaching & Learning at NTID. Resources that form the consortium include NTID's Learning Center (NLC) and the Self-Instruction Lab (SIL). This consortium is an evolving partnership between academic departments and educational programs within NTID and with other RIT programs. This partnership focuses on the effective and innovative support of college success by deaf and hard of hearing students, in terms of established curricular objectives and graduation outcomes. The partnership is designed to provide increased learning opportunities and readily accessible educational resources for students across the full range of academic disciplines and student development programs.